
  

July  2011 training schedule :-  
Date   Time Activity         Organiser(s) 
Saturday 2nd 08:00 Cliff Rescue Training—Gorges      Steve C / Steve D 
Monday 11th  18:45 Night Search Scenario  Land, Urban, forensic.   Steve D / Mac 
Monday 25th 18:45 Chain Saw operations  plus      Steve D / Mac 

Want to learn new skills?   -   Are you up to the challenge ?   -   Then phone 0417994277. 
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Operational Call Outs  - June:-   
Sunday 19th . Mobilised after river tourist operator’s boat was reported on fire. Thankfully 
the owner had a fire extinguisher at hand to put out the fuel line fire. The SES flood boat 
was hitched up and was leaving the building as the ’fire-out’ message was received. The 
owner was checked out—very shaken but 
unhurt. 
 

Tuesday 28th Storm water damage to Kal-
barri home during heavy rain. Four mem-
bers turned out and stopped the water in-
undation in less than an hour.   
 

Training. 
Learning how to use and test out the new 
HEMA navigators at night on local sand 
tracks was fun—and no chance of getting 
lost!.  
 

An abbreviated search course was run with 
a short practical night search was also run 
to prepare for next months full on night 
time bush and residential search scenario. 
 

With three new members within the last couple of 
months, a half day familiarisation and experiencing the 
‘going over the edge in the gorges’ training for rope and 
cliff rescue was held at the weekend.  
 

With a qualified instructor, cliff rescue team leader and 
previously qualified team members the new guys had 
their first experience of training in our picturesque ’back 
yard’. A good effort by the new volunteers Neil Black-
burn, Dave Moylan and Cheyne Fletcher.  
Cheyne is pictured on the right Abseiling down at Hawks 
Head for the first time.  
 

Community support and public Relations. 
The local SES guys and girls supported the Kalbarri two 
day Canoe & Cray Carnival  - page 2. 
On Friday we had a visit from Mia Davies MLC , who 
visited to see and check out the Royalties For Regions 
part funded Rope Rescue Training Tower.  
She Abseiled off the top to test it  - page 3 .- [Mac Holt]    



  

Kalbarri SES provide community support at Canoe & Cray Carnival. 
 
After all the training and operations 
over the last months it was time for a 
bit of fun.  
 

The Kalbarri Canoe and Cray Carnival 
is an annual event which involves the 
whole town community.  
The local SES members are part of this 
community and provided their time in 
assisting with the organisation and set-
ting up for this weekend event. 
 

As part of the events legend, pirates invade 
the town and attempt to steal the ‘golden 
cray’.  
Who were these ‘bloodthirsty’ pirates?  
Some of the local SES volunteers with their 
‘wenches’ played the main part in this river 
and street theatre. The local flood boat was 
temporarily turned into the ‘Black Pearl’ pirate 
vessel and they kidnapped and forced to walk 
the plank, one of the local teachers, who are 
the sentinels and protectors of the legendary 
golden cray.  
Then by slight of hand, the black pearl 
pirate vessel was transformed back 
into the SES flood boat to rescue the 
teacher from the water after walking 
the plank, then transferred her safely to 
shore. 
 

For the SES there was also a serious 
part to the event as a 16.5 km Murchi-
son Dash canoe race took place down 
the river from the Murchison House 
Station to the foreshore in the river es-
tuary.  
The race participants were escorted by 
the SES safety flood boat and (rather 
slow) chase dingy.  
Land based vehicle teams also pro-
vided race entrant positions and 
backup during the race. Radio commu-
nications were also provided through-
out the whole weekend. 
 

Many kids water races and fun events 
such as the fun boat ‘capers’ (where 
dressed up vessels try and sink each 
other), were watched over by the SES 
flood boat crews.    



  

MLC Mia Davies goes 'over the edge' at Kalbarri SES.  
 

One of the Kalbarri SES units recognised specialities is cliff and rope rescue, which requires fre-
quent training and practice to maintain the high skill levels required to safely perform rescues. The 
Royalties for Regions funded Rope Rescue Training Tower has been a vital tool to enable this high 
skill level to be maintained, without having to travel long distances to the gorges. 
On her visit to Kalbarri Mia Davies MLC called 
in on the SES unit, joined for the day, was fit-
ted with a uniform and safety gear, and ab-
seiled from the rope rescue training tower. As 
the Nationals member for the Agricultural re-
gion, Mia is a strong supporter for Royalties 
For Regions and wanted to see the benefits of 
such funding to volunteer groups such as the 
SES. Not only to see - but to try it out for her-
self. 
"I had absolute confidence in the SES guys 
and girls and the equipment, but I was petrified 
going over the edge. Then on the way down 
the exhilaration and sense of achievement 
kicked in and I felt the thrill of completing this 
personal challenge" said Mia. 
"The SES obviously have a strong volunteer 
skill base here in Kalbarri. Their versatility and 
skills are phenomenal. I was pleased to see  
how many girls are in the unit and that young 
adults like the 17 year old who came down the 
tower with me (giving encouragement and ad-
vice) can have the skills and community 
awareness to be part of this group - what a 
thrill. A lot of people owe their lives to the 
SES" she said. 
"This Rope Rescue Training Tower is a practi-
cal outcome of Royalties For Regions (RFR) 
funding. This was not funded totally by RFR, 
there were contributions from other local 
groups and the local volunteers provided their 
time and skills to 
design, dig the foot-
ings, and build the 
tower from it's com-
ponent parts. We 
help groups that 
help themselves. 
Volunteers commit 
their time, skills and 
efforts - I see our job 
as supporting them 
with the tools and 
equipment so that 
they can achieve 
their goals" said Mia. 
Not many politicians 

would have the 

courage to go over 

the edge - well done 

Mia. 


